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The Integrated Strategic Planning Process

Whittle Integrated Strategic Planning is a long-term planning 
methodology which considers all parts of the value chain, across all 
periods and includes all stakeholders.  As a decision made at any 
point in the system potentially affects the optimal decision for other 
parts of the system, the key is to optimise all decisions simultaneously.  
Only Whittle Consulting has the unique combination of the Whittle 
Integrated Strategic Planning process, the Whittle Consulting team and 
the Whittle Consulting proprietary software (Prober-E).

The team

Whittle Consulting is a team of highly experienced industry specialists, 
who are passionate about adding value to mining businesses.

The team has technical expertise in a range of disciplines including 
geology, mining, engineering, metallurgy, research, mathematics, 
computing, finance, operational/financial modelling and analysis. As a 
result, Whittle Consulting has a thorough appreciation of the practical, 
organisational and contextual reality within the mining industry. 

As experts in embracing and harnessing complexity, Whittle Consulting 
is not bound by traditional thinking. By challenging existing paradigms 
and conventional wisdom, the real potential of a mining business is 
revealed. 
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Whittle Consulting - the specialists in Integrated Strategic Planning  
for the mining industry

The software

Whittle Consulting combines this expertise with the power of  
our proprietary software, Prober-E. Prober-E is the most advanced 
optimisation software available for the mining industry. With over  
35 years of development, Prober-E is a multi-thread, cloud-enabled, 
non-linear, multi variable, simultaneous optimiser. Prober-E has the 
power to resolve the largest and most complex Enterprise Optimisation 
mining models.

The results

Since 1999, Whittle Consulting has conducted over 180 Whittle 
Enterprise Optimisation studies for mining companies around the world.  
These studies have repeatedly demonstrated our ability to improve the 
economics of a mining project or operation from 5% - 35%, and in 
many cases substantially more. These results are achieved even after 
conventional mining optimisation techniques have already been applied.

The services

Whittle Consulting offers a comprehensive range of services, specifically 
designed to the needs of the mining industry. Over the next few pages 
we list our service offering and invite you to contact us to discuss how 
we can best be of assistance to your operation or project.

“The results have stunned us. They are far better 
than we thought they would be.”

Mark Child, CEO and Executive Chairman, 
Condor Gold, La India Project, Nicaragua

by Whittle Consulting
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Whittle Consulting provides a range of specialist services to the mining industry.

Introductory Webinar/Executive Presentation (online 45-60 minutes)

• Overview of the Concepts

To begin your journey with Whittle Consulting requires an appreciation of the counter-intuitive concepts underpinning our unique approach.  
A conceptual overview is quickly achieved by attending a complimentary 45-minute online public webinar. By arrangement, this webinar can  
also be held as an Executive Presentation. This allows the workshopping of the issues and specific planning needs facing your business.

At both sessions, Gerald Whittle CEO of Whittle Consulting, will provide a high-level overview of the concepts and how the Whittle approach 
improves the economics of mining projects or operations from 5%-35%, and in many cases substantially more – even after a number of 
conventional optimisation approaches have already been applied.

Integrated Strategic Planning Seminar (online over 4 consecutive half days)

• Strategic Focus

The next stage is participation in our online Integrated Strategic Planning Seminar. Held over 4 consecutive half days, the philosophy, methodology 
and application of Whittle Integrated Strategic Planning is explained in a non-technical, live and interactive format by our CEO, Gerald Whittle.

The ideal approach is for the most senior managers, from across all business disciplines, to participate together. The attendance of these key 
stakeholders creates a valuable framework for mental alignment, resulting in cross-functional business collaboration. This is designed to unite your 
organisation in their desire for change.

Over the past 12 years, over 5,000 participants from all over the world have attended the Whittle Integrated Strategic Planning Seminar. 
Participation can be a final step in deciding whether to embark on an Enterprise Optimisation Study – or the first step in doing so. Our website lists 
forthcoming seminar dates, which can be booked online. Should it be desired, in-house seminars can be arranged upon request.

Tactical Theory of Constraints Masterclass (TTOC) (over 2 consecutive half days)

• Operational Focus

Theory of Constraints (TOC) is a management philosophy developed by Eliyahu M. Goldratt and presented in his book, “The Goal” in 1984. This 
powerful methodology assists organisations to continually achieve their objectives. In 2019, Theory of Constraints specialist, Arrie van Nierkerk, 
joined Whittle Consulting as a Partner. Arrie’s ground-breaking work applies Theory of Constraints (TOC) directly to the performance of individual 
operational bottlenecks/constraints. This unique approach has been named Tactical Theory of Constraints (TTOC).

Traditionally, Whittle Consulting has optimised around bottlenecks from a strategic planning viewpoint. TTOC addresses the bottleneck performance 
specifically. Exceptional results are often quickly achieved. The outcome can be significant operational performance and NPV improvement.

The Tactical Theory of Constraints Masterclass (TTOC) is held online over 2 half days. Arrie provides a comprehensive and practical explanation of the 
concepts behind, and a compelling demonstration of TTOC.

Invitation to the TTOC Masterclass is exclusively offered to past participants of the Whittle Consulting Integrated Strategic Planning Seminar.

“A unique approach to optimising project  
value and cash flow returns… this is well  
worth attendance & highly recommended.” 

John Meyer, SP Angel, London

“The whole integrated strategic planning 
process has been quite revolutionary.”  

James Deo, CFO, Asiamet Resources
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Strategic Assessment (SA) (2-3 weeks)

• Value Drivers
• Bottlenecks
• Applicable Mechanisms
• Potential NPV Uplift

Before committing to a Whittle Enterprise Optimisation Study, the first step is to assess the potential benefit of implementing Whittle Integrated 
Strategic Planning.

A Strategic Assessment (SA) is a short review of the underlying economics and opportunities for improving the operation and/or future project 
through Integrated Strategic Planning (Enterprise Optimisation). During COVID, we have proven that a site visit is not required. The desk-top 
analysis is conducted remotely, over a 2-3 week period, in discussion with your relevant personnel.

During the Strategic Assessment, the current plans are examined for the key components of Whittle Integrated Strategic Planning. This involves 
the identification of value drivers, bottlenecks and the applicable mechanisms required for improvement. The current planning techniques are then 
compared to best practice.

The result is a 20+ page report, clearly identifying the key value drivers for the mining project or operation, and the applicable optimisation 
mechanisms. This assessment also provides an estimate of the potential range of NPV uplift, which is likely to be achieved if a full Whittle Enterprise 
Optimisation Study is conducted.

The 15 most common reasons for undertaking  
Whittle Integrated Strategic Planning
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Enterprise Optimisation (EO) (3-4 months)

• Base Case (replicate & validate)
• Optimised Case (ABC, TOC, 10 Steps)

• Scenarios (market, technologies,  
scaling/staging)

• New Life of Mine Plan 

Once the benefit of implementing Whittle Integrated Strategic Planning has been determined, a full Whittle Enterprise Optimisation Study  
can be undertaken.

Over 3-4 months, our personnel will complete a comprehensive study of the mining project or operation. In the initial stages, this involves detailed 
data collection, analysis and modelling before the relevant optimisation techniques are applied.

Due to COVID, this is being conducted online with the assistance of your onsite staff and the support of our Whittle Regional Representatives, as 
applicable. On a month-by-month basis, a typical Enterprise Optimisation Study is as follows:

5

MONTH 2 : OPTIMISED CASE

Develop an Optimised Case. Allow the optimiser to control the variables that are flexible, whilst observing appropriate constraints.  
This will revise the pits/phase/schedule/cut-off/stockpiling/blending/processing/production/logistics/capital (i.e. the 10 Steps of a  
Whittle Enterprise Optimisation model). These 10 Steps are applied consecutively for validation and interpretation purposes,  
but ultimately simultaneously, to see what the ore body and system is capable of in terms of generating stakeholder value. 2
MONTH 3 : SCENARIOS

With a powerful Whittle Enterprise Optimisation model in place, a variety of scenarios can be explored with this sophisticated optimisation 
model of the business. The scenarios can reflect different future market conditions, or alternative business strategies. Alternative plans  
can be developed, evaluated and maintained as options. This prepares the business for future changes to market conditions  
and business context. 3

MONTH 1: BASE CASE

Build a Base Case optimisation model, replicating and reconciling to the current plan. This uses existing pit, phase or underground mine 
designs, the current mine schedule, cut-off and stockpiling policy, existing processing and production/commercial assumptions. This phase  
is intended to match the business’s existing plans in Prober-E, and to check the calibration and accuracy of all the settings through to the 
current financial model. A base line should be set on social, political and environmental impacts of the operation. The original case  
is re-valued for the application of ABC/TOC and any other change in assumptions to produce an updated version of the base case.  
A by-product of this phase is an audit and confirmation of the integrity of the current strategic plan. 1

The selected scenario(s) from the Whittle Enterprise Optimisation study become the new strategic plan for the business. In turn, the study becomes 
the foundation for the objectives, KPIs and performance targets for the whole organisation.

“It is no exaggeration to say that the Enterprise 
Optimisation techniques, namely the integration 
of activity based costing and theory of constraints, 
constitute the most significant innovations that I 
have seen in almost 30 years of experience in the 
mining industry.” 

Peter Knights, Professor of Mining, Queensland 
University.

“The results from Whittle’s enterprise optimisation 
across four production scenarios of Condor Gold’s 
La India Project in Nicaragua, resulted in an average 
increase of 51% in NPV, 20-25% increase in contained 
gold with pit shells and a 20% increase in the annual 
production ounces gold during the first 5 years of the 
mine life.”

Mark Child, Chairman and CEO of Condor Gold plc
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Enterprise Optimisation (EO) (3-4 months)

The 10 Steps of a Whittle Enterprise Optimisation Model

There are 10 distinct steps in a Whittle Enterprise Optimisation model. As they are interrelated, they are ultimately considered simultaneously.

“The Whittle Enterprise Optimisation model is tailored for each site. It determines how much capital is worth 
spending on each constraint, simultaneously rebalancing the pit, phase, schedule, cut-off, blending, stockpile, 
processing, product mix and logistics to suit the specifics of each mining project or operation.” 

Lewis Tota, Technical Services Manager, Whittle Consulting.

“I recognised that Whittle had a great process but importantly, the right tool to do the job. Prober-E is 
that tool. Without it, Integrated Strategic Planning and the optimisation of the entire enterprise simply 
would not be possible.”  

Tim Duffy,  President Director & Managing Director, Agincourt Resources
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Recent Examples

Whittle Consulting has developed over 180 Enterprise Optimisation models for mining businesses across all continents and commodities. These have 
consistently proven to significantly enhance the economics of mining projects and operations. The full effects of a Whittle Enterprise Optimisation 
study conducted using the Whittle Integrated Strategic Planning process can be extraordinary. Where an NPV uplift of 5% can sometimes be the 
difference between a project being financially viable or unviable, Whittle Consulting has regularly achieved NPV increases from 5%-35%, and in 
many cases substantially more. These results occur even when other conventional optimisation techniques have already been applied.

Enterprise Optimisation (EO) (3-4 months)

Whittle Consulting NPV uplift results

Typical Net Present Value (NPV) uplift of 15%-65%

Enterprise Optimisation (EO) NPV Uplift Histogram

(Results from 82 EO studies, Year range 2009 - 2016)

(NB: 6 studies were outside of this range and are not shown here)
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“The results from Whittle’s enterprise optimisation 
across four production scenarios of Condor Gold’s 
La India Project in Nicaragua, resulted in an 
average increase of 51% in NPV, 20-25% increase in 
contained gold with pit shells and a 20% increase 
in the annual production ounces gold during the 
first 5 years of the mine life.” 

Mark Child, Chairman and CEO 
of Condor Gold plc

Increasing overall cash flow

Bringing cash flow forward
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Tactical Theory of Constraints (TTOC) Implementation (3-6 months)

• Flow Model & Buffers
• Measurements
• Ops Room
• Alignment & Leadership
• Operational Improvement

Whilst Integrated Strategic Planning applies Theory of Constraints (TOC) at a strategic level, Tactical Theory of Constraints (TTOC) focuses on the 
operational implications.

A Tactical Theory of Constraints (TTOC) implementation is a powerful way to harness the principles of Theory of Constraints (TOC), practically 
applying them to identified bottlenecks or constraints. Undertaken as a stand-alone project or held in conjunction with Whittle Enterprise 
Optimisation, a TTOC implementation can quickly achieve exceptional results.

The operational system value chain is articulated with the development of a Flow Model. This identifies the bottleneck(s). Ongoing improvement is 
achieved with the development of operational rules for bottleneck and buffer management.

Developing mental alignment and facilitating understanding is key to TTOC success. From the outset, we train your staff about the new operational 
paradigm. Site specific education and ongoing training across all levels; including management, supervisory, Ops Room and site shift staff is 
recommended. This results in permanent operational performance and NPV improvement, particularly when combined with  
a Whittle Enterprise Optimisation Study.
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Network of Alliance Partners
Whittle Consulting has developed a worldwide network of Alliance Partners. These organisations can assist with the design and advice of KPI, 
management reporting and information systems, implementation support and ongoing review and assessment.
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Services Timeframe:



Our Clients
Whittle Consulting operates worldwide
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